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BOUNDARY REPRESENTATIONS ON C*-ALGEBRAS WITH

MATRIX UNITS
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ALAN HOPENWASSER

ABSTRACT.   Let   fl  be a C*-algebra with unit, let   S be a linear subspace

of 3 Si M    which contains the natural set of matrix units and which generates
72

3   as a C*-algebra.   Let   ÍT be the subset of  3 consisting of entries of matrices

in  S.   Then the boundary representations of 3 ® M    relative to S   are para-

metrized by the boundary representations of   3 relative to   J.   Also, a nontrivial

example is given of a subalgebra of a C*-algebra which possesses exactly one

boundary representation.

The concept of Choquet boundary has recently been generalized by Arveson

[l], [2] to apply to an arbitrary  C -algebra with unit and a linear subspace (or

even subset) which generates the C -algebra.   More specifically, he defines the

notion of an (irreducible) boundary representation of the C -algebra relative to

the generating subspace. (The precise definition is given below.)  In the event

that the algebra is abelian, and so of the form  C(X), we may identify the points

of X with the irreducible representations of  C(X);  a point in  X  will be a bound-

ary representation for a subspace  ö  of C(X)  if and only if it lies in the Choquet

boundary for ö  (see [l; p. 168]).   Since the boundary representations for a sub-

space reveal information  on the extent to which the subspace determines the

structure of the C  -algebra (cf. [l, Theorem 2.2.5]), it becomes useful to be able

to find the boundary representations for a given subspace.

In this paper we shall study the problem of finding boundary representations

on C  -algebras which possess a set of n x n matrix units, i.e. C -algebras of

the form (1 ® M  .   Provided that we assume that a linear subspace S  "contains

the constants" in the sense that it contains the set of matrix units, we can de-

termine the boundary representations of (t ® M    relative to o;  they are de-

scribed in terms of the boundary representations on Ö relative to an appropri-

ately chosen subspace of Ct.   Furthermore, we give a nontrivial example of a

subalgebra of a C -algebra which possesses exactly one boundary representation.

This indicates a possible scarcity of boundary representations.
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We now give all the necessary definitions and some background material.   If

d is a C*-algebra with unit e, then Ö ® M^ is the C -algebra consisting of all

72 x 72 matrices with entries in Ö.   If Ö acts on a Hilbert space H  then U ® M^

is taken to act on the Hilbert space H ® • • • © K  (72  factors) in the usual way.

If rjj is a linear map from one C -algebra U into another 33,  then we let <fyn)

denote the map from <3 ® zW    into 53 ® M    defined by chMia.) = (<¿(a..)), wherer 72 72 '       r IJ r        27

(¡2..) is a matrix in 3 ® M  .   The map <f>   is said to be completely positive if

each  cf>       is positive.   A fundamental theorem of Stinespring [5] says that if

<p: u —* 33(H) is completely positive then there exists a representation n of U

acting on a Hilbert space Ji and a bounded linear map  V: K     'A  such that  c/j>(ö)

= V rriaAV for all a e u.   Further,  n and  V may be chosen so that the range of

V is cyclic for  77,  i.e. so that X = [77(A)vH].   Note also that if <f>ie) = /  then  V

is an isometry.

Arveson's definition of boundary representation is the following:   let U be

a C -algebra with unit and let o be a subset of (5 which contains the unit and

which generates U as a C-algebra.   (We write U = C (0).)   Then an irreducible

representation 77 of u,  acting on the Hilbert space K, is a boundary representa-

tion for ö if 77 ¡s the only completely positive linear map of u into  ein) which

extends the restriction  77 |o:    v    ' ÍB(K).

Note that if <f> and  ifi are two completely positive linear maps on (l which

agree on a subset d then they agree on the smallest norm closed and selfadjoint

linear subspace  J\ which contains  S.   (This follows from the fact that a positive

linear map preserves adjoints and is automatically continuous.)   As a consequence,

0 and  J\ have precisely the same set of boundary representations.   This triviality

allows for various reformulations of many results about boundary representations;

for example, it is often possible to replace assumptions on a given subset S with

the same or similar assumptions on the norm closed, selfadjoint, linear subspace

generated by o.   In this paper we shall not bother to take advantage of this pos-

sibility and further, we shall generally take S to be a linear subspace in its own

right.

We establish some further notation.   If 33 is a C -algebra with unit /, we

say that a family of operators  JF..},  i, j = 1, 2, • • • , n,  is a set oí n x n matrix

units provided:

(1)   F.. = F*.,  all  i, j;

W   FljFkl = 8.kFil, all 1, j,k, I

(where  ¿5 .^ = 1  if j = k and (3.^=0 otherwise);

(3)  2?=1F.. = L
It is routine to show that if 35 possesses a set of 72 x 72 matrix units ¡F..i then

ij
m can be written in the form (more precisely:   33 i s    -isomorphic to ) u ® M  ,
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where for  d we may take the C*-algebra  FlV%Flx  with unit  Fiy   Consequently,

we shall generally deal with algebras of the form 0. ® M^.   We also define a set

of ?z2  linear maps E..: 0. -» 6. ® M^ (z, / = 1, 2, • • • , n) as follows:   if a £&,

let F   (a) be that matrix in Ö ® M    whose z, /-entry is a and whose other entries
z; «

are all 0.

Finally, we recall the definition of the compression of an operator C on a

Hubert space K to be a closed linear subspace % of H;  it is merely the restriction

to 31Ï of the operator  PCP, where  P  is the orthogonal projection on JR.   By the

compression of a representation we mean the simultaneous compression to a fixed

subspace of all the operators in the image of the representation.

Use of Stinespring's theorem allows one to reduce problems about boundary

representations to problems about compressions.   For example, if we wish to

prove that 77 is a boundary representation of U for a subspace o, we let cb be

a completely positive extension to U of the restriction 77 | o.   It is necessary to

show that cb = 77; by Stinespring's theorem  cb = V aV fot some representation a

and isometry  V.   So cb is unitarily equivalent to the compression of a to the

range of V.   This compression is known for elements of 0; it is necessary to

extend this knowledge to u.   Before applying this technique we state a simple

lemma about compressions and matrix units.

Lemma.    Let U  he a C -algebra, let  ÍF.J be a set of n x n matrix units in

Cf, and let  n be a representation of u acting on a Hilbert space si.   Let JIÎ be

a closed subspace of si with P the orthogonal projection on JIL   // {PrriF ¡)P\

is a set of matrix units iin the C -algebra C iPrri(l)P), with unit  P) then M  is

invariant under each  7A.F ..).
v

Proof.   Let C  denote the C  -algebra generated by the operators  ¡77(F..)S.

The hypotheses of the lemma imply that the mapping of (? into $(H) given by

X —• PXP  is multiplicative.   It follows from [4, Lemma O], that P = Q - R, where

Q and R ate projections in Msi) which are invariant under C and such that

R <Q.   But, since C is a    -algebra, invariant projections are reducing; it fol-

lows that P is also invariant under C.

We remark in passing that it does not follow from the hypotheses of the lem-

ma that 7H is invariant under 77.

Let U be a C -algebra with identity e and let â(n) = Ö ® M  .   It is well

known that if p is a representation of (í(n) then there is a representation 77 of

it such that p is unitarily equivalent to Tr'nK   (An indication of the proof:   take

for the space of 77 the range of the projection p(F    (e));  let nia) be the restric-

tion to this space of the operator piE{ ¿a)), tot all a € Q.)   This establishes

a one-to-one correspondence between the unitary equivalence classes of repre-
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sentations of Cr"' and the equivalence classes of representations of (1.   Since

we are only interested in representations up to unitary equivalence, we shall al-

ways take representations of fl(n) to be of the form 77("'.   Note also that 77"   is

irreducible if and only if 77 is irreducible.   The following theorem shows that,

with respect to suitable linear subspaces, the property of being a boundary repre-

sentation is also preserved by the correspondence  77 <-» 77     .

Theorem.   Let (Í be a C*-algebra with unit e.   Let íf(n) = tf ® zVI    and let

S be a linear subspace of \$}n' which generates It1"' and which contains the

set of matrix units E ..(e),  i, j = I, • • • , 72.   Let J   be the set of operators in (A

which appear as a matrix entry in some element of o.    Then an irreducible repre-

sentation  n of ä is a boundary representation for 5 if and only if n(n    is a

boundary representation for 0.

Proof.   We first show the trivial implication that if  77("'  is a boundary repre-

sentation for o then 77 is a boundary representation for J .   Suppose  77 is not a

boundary representation for J .   Then let (f> be a completely positive extension

of  771 J   to U  such that <tj í rr.   It follows easily that  qyn'  is a completely posi-

tive extension of rr^n' | S to QAn' such that (pM 4 77("' and hence that 77^"' is

not a boundary representation for £>.

Now assume that 77 is a boundary representation for J ,  acting on the Hil-

bert space K.   Let <p be a completely positive extension to &       of the restric-

tion  77      I 0.    In order to prove that  u       is a boundary representation for o we

must show that <p = 77(    .   Let 5 = .K © • • • © K (72 factors) denote the space of

77(    .    By Stinespring's theorem there exists a representation  a oí (3'"'  acting

on a Hilbert space X and an isometry V: 5 —' X such that <f>(A) = V*o(A)V for

all  A £ LU"'.   For convenience, write   F .. = E. .(e),  i, 2 = 1, • • • , n.

* Vi] o«
Let P = VV     (the range projection for  V) and let M  be the range of  P.   We

first claim that m.  is invariant under the operators criF..),  i, j = 1, • • • , 72.   From

the lemma, it suffices to show that \PaiF ..)P\ is a set of matrix units.   But

since  F    £ eS we have  PoiF..)P = VV*o<F..)VV* = V7rM(F AV*.   V is unitary

from 5  onto M so \Po\F    )P\ is a set of matrix units as required.   Since

\aiF   )\ is closed under the taking of adjoints, the zj<F..) all commute with  P.
27 ° 27

We now let t £ A   and compute cpiEklit)) fot arbitrary k, I = 1, •• • , n.   Let

T be an element of ö such that t  is an entry in the matrix   T,  say the z, /-entry.

It is trivial to see that  E k¡(t) = P^TF ¡t whence <ÁE k¡it)) = oiF k.)aiT)oiF. ).

Then, using the fact that each  o(F A commutes with  P, we have  Pct(E    (i))P

= PoÍFk)PaÍT)PoÍF.AP.   And finally, since cp = V*aV agrees with  n{n) on S,

we obtain
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cbiEklit)) = V*aiEklit))V = V* PaiE kft))PV

^V*aiFh)VV*aiT)VV*aiF.,)V=nMiF,)^n\T)77MiF.l)
fZl JI fZl ] I

= 77(")(F,TF.,)=77(")(F,.(i)).
kl        jl kt

Any matrix in 3'"' with entries from .)   is a sum of matrices of the form

E   .it), t £ 3\   Therefore, we have shown that <£ must agree with  77("' on the

subset of all matrices in  (3<n) with entries from J   and we have not, as yet, used

the assumption that  77 is a boundary representation of (l  for J .

Consider the mapping  iff: U —» JKX) given by

1>(a) = 77(")(Fn)0(F11(a))77(")(F11)|range77(")(Fn),       for a £ Ö.

Since we identify H and the range of 77("'(F    ), iffia) is an operator on K.   iff

is obviously linear and it is completely positive since it is the composition of

completely positive maps.   (Namely,   iff is the composition of  Eu,  cb, and the

mapping which takes an operator on 5  to its compression to the subspace si

considered as the first summand in 5-   E      is completely positive since it is a

*-homomorphism;  cb is assumed to be completely positive; and compression map-

pings are always completely positive.)   Further, it is clear from the results

above that iff \ A = n \ A.   Therefore, by the assumption that 77 is a boundary rep-

resentation for   J, we have if/ = 77.

If « e u then iftia) is  just the   1,1-entry in the matrix cbiE.Aa)).   We now

know that this entry is  nia); to show that cb acts as  77       does on F    (a) we

must show that all the other entries of cbiE.Aa)) are  0.

Now,  <biE    (a)) is an operator on the Hubert space 5 = si © • • • © K.   Let

r: %$)-*Wi) be defined by ÁAA = 2?=1 A.., where (A..) is an element of $(3) written

as a matrix with entries in S(K)  in the natural way.   Each mapping of the form

(A ..) —'A,,   is a compression (to H  considered as the  zeth summand of j) and

hence is completely positive,   r is a sum of such maps and so is also completely

positive.    Hence the map r ° cb ° F.    of (? into 5$(H) is completely positive and

is easily seen to extend   ir\j.   Again, since  77 is a boundary representation,

r o (b o El j = 77.   Thus if a e (Î,  and if we let (A ..) be the matrix form of

c7j(Fn(a)), then 77<a) = AcbiEy j(a))) = A 1    + 2^=2 A ...   But we showed above

that Au = 77(a), hence 2"=2 A    = 0.   Suppose further, for the moment, that a >

0 in Ö.   Then cpiE. . (a)) = (A..) > 0 and hence each A.. > 0.   Since  2", A..
11 Z7    — zz — z=2      2Z

= 0 it follows that A ..   = 0 for 1' = 2, • • • , n.   Using this we can show further

that A.. = 0 for all pairs  i / j.   Indeed, since (A ..) > 0, it is the square of some

selfadjoint element (B   ) of 55(5).   Then for í > 2 we have

72 "

0= A..=  Zß..ß..=  Z B..B*.,
11       / = 1      z,    7Z        y=I      27     Z7
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from which it follows that  B.. = 0 for all  i > 2.   If / > 2  then  B    = B .. = 0 also,

so B       is the only nonzero entry of (B.) and consequently A       is the only non-

zero entry of (A ..).   Thus we have proven that if a £ il and a > 0 then

<7j(E   Aa)) = 77("HE     (zz)).   But any element of U   is a linear combination of posi-

tive elements, so cpiE,,(«)) = 77(n)(E, Aa)) for all a £ Q.

It is now a simple matter to show that cß(E . .(a)) = 77(" Ke ..(a)) for all  i, j =

1, • • •, 72 and all a £ u.   Since  E ..(«) = F .,E, Aa)F, . and since JR  is invariant' 27 2 1111;

under all the  a(F..), we have
il

cpiE.ia))

= V*aiEAa))V=V*oÍFil)aÍEllia))a(Fu)V=V*aÍFn)VV*a(Eu(a))VV*aÍF1)V

= nM(Fn)nM(En(a))7T(n)(Fi}) = nM(E Aa)).

And finally, since an arbitrary element in (t is just a sum of elements of the

form E ..(a) with a £ U, we have proven that ó = 77(n) on CP . Thus 77(n) is a

boundary representation for o and the theorem is proven.

Attention is drawn to the special case in which Cl is abelian and hence may

be taken to be  C(X), the algebra of continuous complex valued functions on

some compact Hausdorff space  X.   C(X) ® M    can be interpreted either as 72 x 72

matrices with entries in C(X) or as the algebra of continuous functions from X

into M  .   The irreducible representations of both C(X) and  C(X) ® M    are just72 r 72 '

the point evaluations and so can be identified with X in either case.   For each

x £ X  then, let  77    be point evaluation on  C(X) and  p    be point evaluation on

C(X) ® M  .   (In the previous notation,  p    = rr     .)   If J   is a linear subspace of

C(X)  containing the constants then  dAX) = \x £ X \ 77    is a boundary representa-

tion for J ¡ is just the usual Choquet boundary for J.    If o  is a linear subspace

of  C(X) ® M     containing the constants (i.e. the constant matrices), if A   is the72 ° x "

linear subspace of C(X) generated by the entries of the matrices in S, and if

dAX) = \x £ X \ px is a boundary representation for Si, then the theorem above

states simply that czg(X) = dAx).

The following example shows that the condition that the subspace S of

Cl ® M    contain the matrix units cannot be dropped.   Take  X = [O, l],  the unit

interval, and U = C(X).   Let /:  [O, l] —» H be a strictly positive, strictly increasing,

continuous function.   (For example, /(/) = / + 1 will do.)  We consider Q ® M

and let  o be the linear subspace generated by the identity matrix   [Î.  f*]   and the

matrix F = [,  A.   (As it happens,  S is even a subalgebra of S ® M  .)   For J

we take the subspace of  C(X) generated by the constant function   1   and the func-

tion /.   From the Stone-Weierstrass theorem it follows that C (ÍÍ) is all of C(X).

We sketch the argument which shows that C (S) is all of C(X) ® M      Since / is

real,   [Q 'Q]  is the adjoint of F and so is in  C (S).   The products in either order
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of F and  F*, namely the matrices   [(,    °A  and  [J°2], are also in  C*(S).   Now

the function f2  separates points and never vanishes; it follows that polynomials

in f2  without constant term ate dense in C(X).   Hence, by taking norm limits of

polynomials without constant term of the matrices  [/    Q]  and   [Q   2 ] we obtain

the fact that all matrices of the form   [« °A and   [° °]  are in  C*(S), where g  is
0   0 0 g

an arbitrary continuous function on X.   Appropriate multiplications of such mat-

rices by   F or  F    yield matrices with arbitrary functions in the off diagonal

positions and it follows immediately that C (ö) = u ® M  .

For t £ X we let 77   and p   be the corresponding irreducible representations

of C(X) and C(X) ® M    respectively.   The boundary representations of  C(X)

relative to 3   are just  77 Q  and  77,.   (This is easy to show directly, or cf. [3, §8].)

A glance at the first paragraph of the theorem shows that no use was made of

the matrix units in that paragraph, so we can conclude that if t / 0, 1,  then p

is not a boundary representation of C(x) ® M    tot o.   We now show that pQ is

not a boundary representation while  p    is.

There are several ways of constructing a completely positive extension of

p0 | o which is unequal to p..   One of them is the following:   let a £ [0, l] with

a ■/ 0.   Let o= p    © p .   Since p    acts on C ,  a acts on C  .   We choose twora       ra "a '

orthogonal unit vectors in C  :   let

«/j = ifWfia), 0, 0, (1 - (f(0)/f(a))2)'A)    and    v2 = (0, 1, 0, 0).

Let  P be the orthogonal projection on the span of v    and v?.   For each  G £

(l ® M     let if/iG) be the compression of oÍG) to the range of P.   We identify

the range of  P with C     by taking  izv     v A as the standard basis; operators in

the range of  iff ate then  2x2  matrices expressed with respect to this basis.   It

is obvious that  iff is completely positive; we need merely show that it extends

p0 | o but is unequal to pQ.

Purely routine calculations show that oÍF)v. = fi0)v    and oiF)v   = 0.

Hence i//(F) = the matrix of the compression of oiF) to range P = [J1      |j] =

Pq(F).   It then follows that  iff extends  pQ.   It is also easy to see that  if/ and

p0 take different values at the matrix [J °]   so   if/ / pQ.   Thus pQ is not a

boundary representation.

It remains now to show that p.   is a boundary representation for S.   Let cb

be a completely positive extension of p .   Use Stinespring's theorem to write

cb = V nV, where 77 is a representation of (t ® M    acting on some Hilbert space

si,   V is an isometric linear mapping of C2,  the space of p     into H,  and the

range of  V is cyclic for 77.   Let   el = (l, O) and e   = (O, l) in C2  and let v

= Vel  and  v2 = Ve2.   Finally, let  P = VV   = the range projection of V.   Our

given information is that, with respect to the basis  [v., vA, the matrix of the

compression of  77(F) to  P  is just  [?n . ?].
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Let G = F + F* = [° /].   Then since   cßiO = cf>ÍF) + cpiF)* =  [/(J /<«]   and

since  çS = V rrV, we know that the compression of 77(G) to  P has the matrix

[   ° ^].    This  means  that  tHOt^ = /(l)iz2 + (o, where  <u is some vector orthog-

onal to    P.   But  1|íKG))| < ||G|| = /(l), hence it follows that co = 0.   So 7r(G)i<   =

fil)v    and in exactly the same way  niG)v2 = f(\)v  .   In particular,   77(G) leaves

P  invariant.   Replace G by H = F - F    and repeat the argument to show that

77(fY) also leaves  P invariant.   But then both 77(F) and n{F ) leave P invariant.

Since (l ® M.  is generated by  F and the identity,  P is invariant under the rep-

resentation   77.     But the range of  V was assumed to be cyclic for 77, hence it is

all of K.   Thus  V is actually a unitary operator and so <p"  is not merely com-

pletely positive, it is a representation of (t ® z\L.   Since it agrees with p,   on a

generating set, it is equal to p..   Thus  p.   is the only boundary representation

of & ® M    for the subalgebra S.

Perhaps the main significance of this example is that it indicates a possible

scarcity (or lack?) of boundary representations. (Cf. [2, §2.l].)   In any event it

seems to rule out an existence proof for boundary representations along lines

analogous to that for the Choquet boundary, that is by identifying the boundary

representations as the extreme points of a suitable compact convex set and in-

voking  the Krein-Milman theorem.

I would like to thank Nils H. Petersen, Erling Stürmer, and Alfons van Daele

for suggestions which led to the simplification of some of the arguments in this

paper.
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